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New tools and methods 
for identifying emerging 

scientific trends



Scientific Libraries
Learned Societies
Collective knowledge
Societal impact



Truth 

Increasing threat to accepted notions of 
verification and truth



Real world 
outcomes

Learned societies are mission driven

- thought leadership and policy



Trust

Libraries custodians of truth

- access



Transition

Libraries evolving with the organizations 
they support



Libraries
Learned Societies
Working together
Trusted and independent



A legacy of excellence
50 years

of Inspec



▪ 890,000 records added in 2018

▪ Optional Archive adds another 873,699

▪ Over 4,500 journals, and 3,000 other publications 

from 700 publishers

▪ Over 10% open access

Inspec Abstracting & Indexing Database
Physics

10 million +

Computing and control 

engineering

5.5 million

Electrical and electronic 

engineering

7 million 2.2 million

Production, manufacturing & 

mech. engineering

19m records (Oct 2019) 1969 To date

Or 1898 with the Inspec Archive



Inspec curated 
A&I data

Semantic 
enrichment

Inspec
knowledge graph



The Knowledge Graph

4,500

Journals

3,600

Classifications

18,100

Keywords

50

Years

60m

Authors

19m

Articles

27,000

Organisations

9 Treatment types

150+

Countries





Inspec Analytics – institutional and research insights

Which type of neural net is showing 

strongest growth in publications?

Which chemical 

compounds are 

most commonly 

referenced 

alongside 

photovoltaic 

power systems?

Which US universities have collaborated with Huawei

What are the top organisations, journals and 

conferences publishing on 

‘magnetohydrodynamics’



Organisational 
Trends

Identify trends 
within specific areas 
of research at an 
organisation:

e.g.  Astronomical 
radiosources



Global Trends

See global trends 
in battery-based 
research



Detailed concept 
exploration

Mega-trends such as 
AI can be explored:

To what type of neural 
nets are under 
research?

And who is doing the 
research?

And what are they 
used for?



Upcoming.. Identify emerging terms for a concept

Secondary Cells –

top uncontrolled terms

nanofabrication–

top uncontrolled terms



Inspec Analytics

Organisation 

Profile

Monitor your output 

over time

Compare institutions 

and monitor 

collaborations

Explore research 

trends and find 

collaborators

Get a snapshot of 

your organisation’s 

research output or 

see how your peers 

are doing.

Monitor publishing 

output and 

discover your global 

ranking  for specific 

topics.

Explore specific 

subject areas to 

discover how an 

organisation’s 

research output has 

changed over time.

Compare organisations’ 

research output side by 

side.

Highlight areas of strength 

in research and identify 

areas for growth.

Monitor collaborations 

with industry to 

demonstrate impact.

Explore specific subjects 

and discover related 

areas. 

Identify emerging trends 

and plan where to focus 

your resources.

Identify the most prolific 

universities to find 

collaborators.
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(or Lunch… )
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